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The person volunteering to organize the Pinewood Derby (PWD) will need to oversee the following 

activities: 

 December: 

o Make sure that enough PWD car kits are purchased from the Scout Store to 

accommodate all scouts.  If appropriate, request reimbursement. 

o Alternatively, we may want to consider whether it would be fiscally smarter to buy a 

lesser number of car kits, on the assumption that: 

 Some kids don’t intend to participate in the PWD,  

 Some kids won’t recharter in January, and  

 Some kids will buy their own kit (with the car already in the desired shape—so, 

no whittling or trimming required) 

Traditionally, we have handed out the car kits during the Pack Holiday Party, which 

usually takes place around the 2nd Monday in Dec (in place of the Dec. Pack meeting).  

We may want to consider delaying distribution of the car kits, at least until after 

recharting is completed, so we have a more accurate list of likely PWD participants.  

Although handing out the car kits during the December Pack Meeting is convenient and 

seasonally appropriate (a gift from the Pack!), it is probably safe to assume that the vast 

majority of scouts ignore their car kits until January. 

 PWD -2 mth (this may also be in December):   

o Discuss with the Pack Planning Committee on which day to hold the PWD.  The 

preference is for the date to be in February, in order to make sure that the Webelos 2 

dens can participate prior to crossing over (in March).   

o Ask the Pack Planning Committee to confirm that the Church can be used on the desired 

date.  The sooner we put in our request, the more likely we are to get the date that we 

want; however, we may also need to be flexible on the date, in order to accommodate 

the Church’s other activities.  You may also want to have alternative locations ready for 

consideration, in case the Church can’t (or won’t) accommodate us. 

o And don’t forget to also ask for access the night before, in order to set up the race track.  

Setting up and testing the night before is highly desirable (compared to trying to get it 

done on the same morning as the race). 

 PWD -1 mth:   

o If you haven’t done it before now, announce the event at the next Pack Meeting.   

o Also, ask the webmaster to advertise the event on the website (if s/he hasn’t already 

done so).  It might be prudent to look back to see how the PWD was promoted in 

previous years (e.g. try here), and use that as the starting point for this year.  It is also 

probably worthwhile to link to the Pack 678 PWD Rules (the latest version of which can 

be found under the “Forms/Links” tab), and provide any clarifications that might be 

needed. 

http://bsaseabase.org/Home/CubScouts/CubScouts/ThingsToDo/derbies.aspx
mailto:planning@cubscoutpack678.com
mailto:webmaster@cubscoutpack678.com
http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/?ai1ec_event=pinewood-derby&instance_id=5458444
http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/?page_id=73


o In both instances (pack meeting announcement and website posting), request 

volunteers to help with organizing the event.  Start a list of names and e-mail addresses 

of people willing to volunteer.  Consider whether it might be worthwhile to ask the 

webmaster to create a distribution list for PWD volunteers (e.g. 

pwd@cubscoutpack678.com is a possibility), or create your own personal distribution 

list.   

o Provide a schedule for the race (here’s an example).  Recently, we have been starting 

with the oldest kids (Webelos 2 dens), and finishing with the youngest kids (Tiger dens).  

One advantage to this approach is that the older kids handle it better if problems are 

encountered at the beginning of the day. 

o When creating a race day schedule, it is always a challenge to decide how much time to 

allot to each race.  If too little time is provided for each race, then parents and families 

might show up too early (because earlier races are taking longer than expected to 

complete) and will then be forced to wait around for their race to begin (because we are 

running behind schedule); if too much time is provided for each race, and the races 

finish quicker than expected, then there is a lull in the action, and volunteers are forced 

to wait for the ‘official’ start time of the next race to roll around.  In past years, we’ve 

leaned toward having volunteers wait, rather than parents; and consequently, we’ve 

had instances of having to wait 30 minutes to an hour for the next race start time.  

However, for future PWD events we may want to slim that down, and push more of the 

waiting onto the scouts and their families.  After all, the worst that would happen is that 

scouts and families would be forced to watch other races take place, which might even 

be considered a good thing (more pack interaction, more camaraderie); and there 

would hopefully be fewer breaks in the action.   Also, if we ever want to expand our race 

to allow 6 cars to race at a time (by buying 2 additional lanes), rather than the current 4 

cars/lanes, then we will need to improve our efficiency in order to accommodate the 

50% increase in the number of heats.  That being the case, a recommendation for the 

next PWD race is to try allotting 2 minutes per car in the race.  Regardless, better info. 

gleaned upfront as to how many scouts will be participating will help to improve the 

accuracy of the schedule and minimize any wait times.   

o In conjunction with the more compacted schedule being proposed above, and in an 

effort to minimize any wait times that scouts and their families would have to endure, it 

may be worthwhile to consider attempting to set up some means by which participants 

can be informed as to how well the PWD is adhering to its schedule.  We could, for 

example, update the website as we go along, but then families would have to constantly 

check the website for updates, so that probably wouldn’t work very well.  A series of e-

mails to the pack distribution list might do the trick, but some non-participants will 

invariably get annoyed by the ‘excessive’ number of e-mails.  A distribution list set up 

specifically to accommodate PWD participants (as mentioned earlier) would probably 

work best, but requires an upfront knowledge of who intends to participate; it also has 

the potential to be a headache for the webmaster, who will have to constantly add and 

remove e-mail addresses to the list.  The simplest solution might be to send e-mail 

updates to the den leaders, and have them be responsible for forward to the parents in 

their den. 

http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Scouts-2015-Pinewood-Derby-Race-Schedule.pdf


o Also distribute the car number for each scout (see example here).  The usual format is 

XYY or XXYY, where X or XX is the den number, and YY is a consecutively assigned 

number, starting with “01”.  The scouts will need to include this number on their car; it 

is preferred, but not required, that the number be placed in a location on the top of the 

car that is clearly visible when the car is sitting on the race track.  Scouts who place their 

number on the bottom-side of the car, or in some other obscure location, should expect 

to have their car handled more prominently than others (some scouts/parents will 

complain about how frequently the car is handled!). 

o The most crucial volunteer positions to fill are: 

 2 or 3 people to:  

 Pick up the PWD track, in two large crates, currently located at Captain 

Henry’s (1419 Lawrence Rd, in Kemah, need POC name & number).  As 

one might guess, a truck is the preferred vehicle for this operation. 

 Deliver the track to the Church (or appropriate venue) the night before 

the race.  The time should be coordinated so that other volunteers will 

be available to help remove the crates from the vehicle, carry the crates 

inside, and set up the track. 

 Coordinate a time to pick up the track from the Church (or appropriate 

venue), preferably so that volunteers are available to tear down and 

stow the track in the two crates, carry the crates out to the vehicle, and 

load the crates into the vehicle. 

 Return the two crates to Captain Henry’s, where it will remain until next 

year. 

 1 person to download a list (excel spreadsheet) of the current pack 678 scouts 

from Packmaster, and to convert that list into a format that the PWD software 

can use (ask the committee for examples from previous years). 

 1 or 2 persons that can operate the software (this requires a laptop PC using 

WinXXX with a XXX interface).  This task includes: 

 Getting a copy of the PWD software from ?, loading it onto a laptop PC, 

and confirming that the software executes as expected. 

 Loading the compatible spreadsheet list (see previous bullet) and 

confirming that the PWD software can read the spreadsheets as 

expected. 

 Getting the gate and cables, and hooking them up with the laptop, in 

order to perform an end-to-end test prior to setting up the race track.  

 Operating the software on track setup day, to confirm that the proper 

gates are in use and operational, and it is clear which lane is lane 1. 

 1 or 2 persons to inspect the cars, and confirm that they conform to the Pack 

678 requirements. 

 1 or 2 persons to help out scouts in the pit area, when they are preparing their 

cars for the race. 

 1 person to reset the track after each heat, and to position the cars on the 

proper lanes prior to each heat. 

 1 person to MC the event, and to hand out awards 

http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2015-Pinewood-Derby-Car-Numbers.pdf


 2 or 3 persons to set up and tear down the race track. 

The good news is that parents (especially Dads) seem more willing to volunteer for 

PWD than just about any other event put on by the Pack. 

o Remind the Awards Coordinator to buy awards for the winners; PWD ribbon pins are 

recommended for the top 3 den-level awards (because they can be worn officially as 

part of the BSA class A uniform--up to three, above the left pocket), neck medals for the 

top 3 rank awards, and trophies (see photo) for the top 3 pack winners.  Also consider 

buying patches for all the participants. 

o  

 PWD-1 day:   

o Coordinate for everyone to show up at the Church (or appropriate venue) at a specific 
time.  Also arrange to have the track and other equipment delivered at that same time.   

o For the race, we will want/need: 
 The two crates containing the race track. 
 The timing gate (usually kept separate from the rest of the track) 
 A laptop with the appropriate PWD software and excel files. 
 Cables that stretch between the race track start and finish lines, the laptop, and 

power outlets. 
 A projector (optional, but preferred) to display the heat results up on the wall 

for everyone to see. 
 One or two tables for the pit area.  Also various stuff for the pit area, including a 

scale, lubrication, weights, a glue gun, etc. 
 One table, with the “official” scale for weighing the cars, and a box for 

confirming the size of the car.  Other tests may also be necessary to confirm 
that each car meets the requirements. 

 A table, with a platform for displaying the cars while they are waiting to race. 
 A table for the laptop and projector. 
 Decorations (checkered flags, banners, etc) 

o Take a photo of the location, to have a record of how it looked before set-up.  You 
should expect to return the room to that configuration after the race is over. 

o Set up and try out the track, to make sure it all works prior to race day.  In particular, the 
gate has room for 6 lanes of track, but Pack 678 only has 4 lanes of track, and it is 
possible to configure it wrong.  Make a run of 4 cars (to make sure that the correct 4 
gates are in use), and also a run of 1 or 3 cars (an odd number, to confirm which lane is 
lane 1—then mark the lanes with numbered stickies). 

 PWD -0: 

o Show up at the facility (at least an hour?) early. 

o Have donuts, kolaches, milk, juice, etc. available for the volunteers.  It’s a small price to 

pay for their help.  Make sure to request reimbursement from the Pack for any snack-

related expenditures. 

o For non-volunteers, you may want to ban food and drink so as to keep any messes to a 

minimum. 

o Try to remember that the idea is for the kids to have fun.  It is sometimes easy to lose 

sight of that end goal. 

mailto:awards@cubscoutpack678.com
http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/IMG_1316.jpg
http://www.cubscoutpack678.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/PWD-Patch.jpg


o If there are issues (and invariably, there will be), try to err on the side of leniency, and 

inclusiveness.  If a family leaves the pack because of something that happened at PWD 

(and I’m told that it has happened), then we need to re-evaluate our approach, to try to 

make sure it doesn’t happen again. 

o Take photos, or delegate the task to a volunteer.  Alternatively, ask parents taking 

photos to share their best photos with the rest of the pack.  A select few photos will 

probably even wind up on the website. 

o Coordinate the Clean-Up effort (Leave no Trace--it’s not just for camping). 

 Reduce, reuse, recycle 

 Reconfigure the Church (or appropriate venue) back the way it was the night 

before. 

 Sweep/vacuum floor. 

 

 PWD +1 wk: 

o Report at the next Pack Planning Meeting your impression of how the PWD went. 

o Provide feedback as to how this description can be modified to be more useful for next 

year’s volunteer. 

o Consider a way to share photos that were taken at the event.  At a minimum, provide 

photos for the website. 

o If needed, coordinate an update of the Pack 678 PWD rules, based on recent events. 


